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The European Union’s Market in Crypto-asset 

Regulation (`MiCA`) was preceded by long 

legislative efforts to create a comprehensive 

system of regulation to finally conclude the 

unresolved issues of crypto industry in Europe. 

The regulations were adopted in June 2023 

and the final text was made public, revealing 

the document’s strengths, weaknesses, and 

aspirations. Given that these regulations 

cannot be called light reading – they are more 

than a hundred pages long – they have been 

giving the crypto industry a hard time. But does 

the length really indicate the excellence of the 

content? Is it possible to cover the entirety of 

MiCA entered into force on 29 June 2023, and changed the way crypto-assets are to be 

treated in the EU forever. According to the text:

While:

• Titel III (Asset-Referenced Tokens) and 

• Titel IV (E-Money Tokens) 

will be applicable in June 2024, 

 

• Titel I (Subject matter, scope and definitions), 

• Title II (Crypto-assets other than asset-referenced tokens or e-money tokens), 

• Title V (Authorisation and operating conditions for crypto-asset service providers), 

• Title VI (Prevention and prohibition of market abuse involving crypto-assets), and 

• Title VII (Competent authorities, EBA and ESMA) 

will be applicable in December 2024. 

1. IS THE EU A PIONEER OR RATHER BLOCKING INNOVATION?

such a large market with a single set of regulations? What if they cover your company when you 

might think at first that they don’t? 
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In the following we provide a brief guideline for you in determining whether or not your 

particular business is covered by the new regulation and will therefore need new 

arrangements over the course of 2024. Since we have already started the preparations 

with our own clients for the transition to the new regulatory era, we are going to unravel the 

tangle of interpretative difficulties posed by MiCA by initially breaking down the material, 

territorial, and personal scope into manageable chunks. 

     1.1. SIGNIFICANCE OF MICA ON A GLOBAL SCALE: EARLY BIRD GETS THE WORM?

Has the EU made a bold move here? Although some might not see it that way, one 

thing is pretty much beyond doubt: the European Union took on a major task in its 

recent attempt at crypto-asset regulation. Since there have not been many 

attempts to provide uniform regulation of crypto in its global history to date, the EU 

is among the first legislators to come up with a comprehensive framework for the 

industry. 

Although many realized quite early on the changes crypto-assets would bring to 

traditional financial practices, the solution has been a long time coming. MiCA itself 

has been in the making for quite some time – the first proposal came out in 2019, 

following a lot of background work and research – but even in its finalized form, to 

the shock of many it seems, the real work is only just about to begin. Nevertheless, 

the fact that the legislation is actually ready is a significant milestone in the effort to 

regulate this market on a global scale. 

According to Bruno Le Maire the French Minister for the Economy, Finance and 

Industrial and Digital Sovereignty: “This landmark regulation will put an end to the 

crypto wild west and confirms the EU’s role as a standard-setter for digital topics.”r for digital topics.”EU’s role as a standard-setter forcrypto wild west and confirms the EU

https://www.consilium.europa.eu/en/press/press-releases/2022/06/30/digital-finance-agreement-reached-on-european-crypto-assets-regulation-mica/
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     1.2. THE EU´S PERSPECTIVE VS. THE US: LONG-TERM BENEFITS VS. SHORT-TERM GAIN? 

Since the advent of cryptos, or indeed any of the new technologies, the question has been the 

same: will this innovation stand the test of time, or is this just another gadget that will fade 

into obscurity after a few decades? This conundrum has also shaped the general global 

approach to crypto-assets: is it necessary to regulate it or is it wiser to influence its existence 

only indirectly and let things go unsupervised? With the introduction of MiCA, the EU has 

clearly taken a stance on the former, in the face of the regulation-averse attitude of the USA. 

Is the EU right with the approach it has chosen?
Many think that regulating a sector of this sort is a mistake. It is true, that the introduction of 

new rules is likely to hinder the administered market in one or two aspects initially. Setting up 

a timeline one must follow or making it harder to access specific authorizations could result in 

entities leaving the European market in search of less strict conditions. That could mean that 

the USA is up to win another economic race and the EU is about to lose its position on the 

global industry map of crypto-assets. 

But does it, really? 
In practice we have seen the types of obstacles that 

new regulations create tend to be temporary. 

If we take in the longer-term perspective, the benefits 

of market stability usually outnumber the losses that 

the actual market potentially suffers in the interim 

period in which the globally unbalanced situation and 

radically varying international legal landscapes can 

lead to regulatory arbitrage. 

Furthermore, it also seems evident, that a lack of 

legal certainty can result in a less innovative milieu. 

Jacques Pelkmans and Andrea Renda argue in their 

study ‘How can EU Legislation Enable and/or Disable 

Innovation’ that regulation acts as a stimulus both to 

the will to innovate and to each of the phases of the innovation cycle. The uncertainty of the 

legal background makes it harder to act because you don’t know the rules of the game you 

are playing. 

Also, regulation acts as quasi-proof to the world that the technology it has as its subject is 

worth the time it takes to create standards revolving around it, which is a strong signal and 

clarification that that the technology in question is here to stay. 

https://ec.europa.eu/futurium/en/system/files/ged/39-how_can_eu_legislation_enable_and-or_disable_innovation.pdf
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On the other hand, many market players do not like 

the rules to bet set out for them. This is a typical 

Sisyphean task, making the job of a tech lawyer even 

more difficult. KassaiLaw is conducting their own 

research in the matter under the title: `Regulating 

emerging technologies’ because we can see the two 

mindsets colliding on a regular basis in our everyday 

work. We would be grateful for as many responses 

as possible to get a thorough industry review.  

If you could gift a few minutes of your time, we would greatly appreciate your filling in the 

questionnaire to give a voice to the tech companies of the future regarding the regulatory 

approach to new technologies.

All in all, we are of the opinion that the EU has taken a bold and courageous step and is bet-

ting on the long-term stability compensating for the short-term disadvantageous market 

consequences. And don’t ignore the fact that in this development the EU has officially 

acknowledged that crypto and blockchain technology are here for the long haul, raising tech 

innovation to the level of familiar and approved legal instruments.

Not to mention, that the mindset in the USA, which in many senses revolves around the core 

economic nature of free markets, might raise the question of favoring short-term gains over 

long-term benefits. This will lead to many of the problems that MiCA is specifically addressing, 

such as the lack of investor protection, and market instability. Since no firm checkpoints have 

been put into place in the USA yet, it might give way to fraud more easily there, which is in any 

case one of the fundamental criticisms of crypto: it makes an unsafe environment for 

investors or other stakeholders. 

Also, since there are as yet no clear lines of defense 

set up, there is nothing that could help with factors 

that make a market more fragile but could be 

avoided by proper regulatory frameworks. It will be 

very interesting to see what happens next in the 

USA once the EU has made the clear statement of 

adopting MiCA, that is, which approach will turn 

out to be more beneficial? And which region is the 

more forward-thinking?

https://kassailaw.surveysparrow.com/s/regulating-emerging-technologies/tt-bhxXmTSJUS5XuMwoBcWKMw?fbclid=IwAR1E0K4c4YJQExajFm7peTnqo-ACig-7CnFVv7e5GMXDboz5OtUywl2PmAI_aem_AaKGrYkCKQuxx10R61Zp4T0CqHQo78K2RnWzXI0wXSn-0xjHctOQkElgQQGJQZFeDJU
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1. WHAT KIND OF CRYPTO-ASSETS ARE COVERED BY MICA? – THE MATERIAL SCOPE 

One of MiCA’s main goals was to tidy up Europe’s crowded virtual crypto shelf, and just as in real 

life, to do that it was essential to come up with some sort of classification method that would 

make the coordination of these tools possible.  

The legislators have decided that the basis for their classification of the different crypto-assets 

will be twofold:

 - Whether the cryptos in question have tied their value to something, or in other words,  

    are seeking to stabilize their value through another asset, and 

 - An assessment of the risks associated with crypto-assets, ranking them from high to low risk.  

Using these perspectives, the following system has been created of the crypto-assets covered, 

classifying them into three categories of tokens:  asset-referenced tokens, e-money tokens, 

and other tokens.

WHAT IS MICA ACTUALLY ABOUT?

     1.1. THE DIFFICULTY OF CLASSIFICATION

Deciding whether your token falls into the scope of the regulations can still be problematic. 

Fortunately, this has been recognised by the legislators: in principle, the authorities will be 

responsible for checking whether the crypto in question is classified correctly, but the 

legislators have mandated ESMA to issue a guideline on the matter. This guideline should be 

of help in differentiating between crypto and other financial instruments, when a crypto-asset 

is considered unique and non-fungible, as well as what classification a particular type of 

crypto-asset should receive. At the same time, it should be possible for the relevant 

authorities to request opinions from the ESAs on the categorizing of crypto-assets. 

Regarding the guideline itself, we will keep an eye on the activities of ESMA and will 

report its appearance. Follow this series to be up to date.
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In practice: Asset-referenced tokens also carry a higher risk in terms of protection for their 

holders because they can be easily adopted to transfer or as a means of exchange; 

therefore, offerors of these tokens are subject to heavier requirements of licensing and 

operations, such as the obligation to be established in the European Union. 

     1.2. DOES MY TOKEN FALL UNDER MICAS SCOPE? THE CRYPTO-ASSETS COVERED
So, based on MiCA, when it comes to classification what do we know so far?

      1.2.2. ASSET-REFERENCED TOKENS (ARTS)
Asset-referenced tokens are crypto-assets that 

reference another right or value, like fiat currency or a 

physical asset, or a combination of these. One or a 

number of official currencies can be used to stabilize 

their value. It is important to note that asset-

referenced tokens are defined using the same 

definition as e-money tokens: only a token that 

references another value but yet cannot be qualified as 

an e-money token can be classified as such. 

Example: Pax gold or diam. Furthermore, stablecoins are 

seen to be categorized as asset-referenced tokens.

      1.2.1. E-MONEY TOKENS (EMTS)
The regulations say the aim of e-money tokens is to stabilize their value by referencing 

only one official currency. The name came into being because of the definition of 

electronic money in Directive 2009/110/EC. The function of electric money in that 

Directive is to be an electronic surrogate for physical money, and there is a high chance 

they will be used for payments. The similarity in purpose between the two provided a 

reason to label them similarly as well. 

Example: Tether or USDC.

In practice: If you are planning to issue tokens that stabilize their value with an official 

currency (e.g., the euro), be aware that they might qualify as e-money tokens, which not 

only makes you fall under the scope of MiCA, but also means you need to be qualified as 

either a credit institution or an electric money institution because these tokens can only 

be issued by such corporations.  Also keep in mind that these forms of organization must 

comply with some pretty serious rules in order to operate, so any project of that type will 

require some major regulatory compliance efforts at your end.

https://eur-lex.europa.eu/legal-content/en/TXT/?uri=CELEX:32009L0110
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If you still have questions concerning the classifications and practical interpretation of the 

tokens covered by MiCA, we will be covering it in detail in one of our next pieces in this series.

      1.2.3. OTHER TOKENS

     1.3. WHAT IS NOT INCLUDED IN MICA

 1.3.1. OTHER REGULATIONS IN FORCE

 1.3.2. WHAT ABOUT NFTS?

For the third group the legislator created a shortcut: any other token that references another 

asset for its value but is not an asset-referenced token or an e-money token belongs to the 

third category: ‘other’.

Example: Utility tokens, Ethereum gas tokens or Binance tokens.

The regulations are intended to cover the unregulated areas hit by crypto-assets in the 

financial markets, and to fill in those holes. So much so that the legislators identified the 

following principle: ‘same activities, same risks, same rules’. This means that existing rules 

that regulate certain assets that could be identified as crypto-assets will not be overwritten, 

and such crypto-assets will be subject to their own regulation, and not to the MiCA rules. 

Some examples are the following:  

 • Crypto-assets that qualify as financial instruments in Directive 2014/65/EU, 

 • Crypto-assets that qualify as deposits in Directive 2014/49/EU, 

 • Crypto-assets that include structured deposits in Directive 2014/65/EU, etc.

Given the aim of this legislation is to regulate 

assets the value of which is easily determined and 

holds significant financial utility, as of today, it 

excludes the unique and non-fungible crypto-assets 

(known as NFTs). These have financial use of a limited 

extent, and an interchangeability resulting from their 

unique nature. However, the crypto-assets that are 

non-fungible in name only, thus in reality are fungible, 

are still covered by MiCA. 

The most important distinction lies within the asset or the right it represents. For the NFT to be 

really considered non-fungible – thus exempt from this Regulation – the represented right or 

asset itself has to be unique. 

https://eur-lex.europa.eu/legal-content/EN/TXT/HTML/?uri=CELEX:32014L0065
https://eur-lex.europa.eu/legal-content/EN/TXT/?uri=celex:32014L0049
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We will cover the distinction between 

actual non-fungible tokens and those 

which are only non-fungible in name but 

still fall under the scope of MiCA in detail 

in one of our next articles.

 1.3.3. ENTITIES THAT ARE EXEMPT

 A few entities are exempt from the regulations since they do not pose any threats to financial 

stability, market integrity, or investor protection, such as the International Monetary Fund and 

the Bank for International Settlements. As these entities are international organisations, 

based on this exception rule you most probably will not escape obligations under MiCA.

 1.3.4. CENTRAL BANKS AND THEIR MONEY

Central banks issuing digital assets in their monetary authority capacity, such as central bank 

money in digital form, or public authorities issuing crypto-assets – including central, regional, 

A few examples that are considered unique, and thus exempt:

 • Digital art,

 • Collectibles, 

 • Those that represent services or physical assets (e.g. real estate or product guarantees)

For you to be able to decide easier, whether the crypto-asset at hand is a non-fungible token 

or not, substance over form approach is recommended by the legislator. The asset’s real 

nature is the key factor of the determination of its classification.

Examples that are non-fungible in name, but fungible in reality, thus falling under the scope 

of MiCA:

 • Fractional parts of a unique and non-fungible crypto-asset 

 • Issuance of crypto-assets as non-fungible tokens in a large series or collection 

 • Crypto-assets that appear to be unique, but upon examination have real features,  

    or features that are linked to usage that turns out to be not unique.

For you to be able to decide more easily whether the crypto-asset in question is a non-fungible 

token or not, the substance over form approach is recommended by the legislator. The asset’s 

true nature is the key factor of the determination of its classification.

eats to financiale they do not pose any threat

e asset’s ecommended by the legislator. The asseecom

sification.its classifica
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and local administrations – are not subject to MiCA. This is also true of related services provided 

by such bodies. A good example would be the Swedish Central Bank’s aspiration to issuing digital 

money, the e-krona project. If Sveriges Riksbank issues this, as a digital complement to cash, it 

would be exempt from the regulations.

***

This piece is the first of our #micaseries, which aims is to decipher the regulations for 

businesses, and to support them in their transitional period. Part II. of the MiCA series will be 

published next week, explaining the territorial and the personal scope. The next articles – 

such as on the necessary first steps, a.k.a., a transition plan for the regime change – are 

already in the making, so watch this space!

Good luck everyone, and remember, tech entrepreneurial life would be boring without a 

complete regulatory regime change every now and again. 

Follow our #micaseries for clarifications and industry insights for pain-free transitioning.

IF YOU HAVE ANY QUESTIONS REGARDING MICA, OR YOU WOULD LIKE US 

TO DISSECT A PARTICULAR PART OF IT, DO FEEL FREE TO CONTACT US AT 

office@kassailaw.com 


